
Wireless Switches and Intelligent Lighting



Stylish Glass Switches
The Seblectric glass switches are completely wireless. This allows you to keep your walls intact whilst 
substantially reducing the amount of electrical wiring required. All the switches have a glass front which fits 
flush against your wall. The glass can be in any colour you like, and there are six different button 
configurations to suit all needs. The switches use a patented magnetic mounting system which eliminates 
the need for aesthetically unpleasant screws.

The switch boxes are available in two sizes; one will fit a standard UK single gang box, the other fits a 
standard UK double gang box. The tactile feel of the buttons is such that it makes switching on lighting a 
real pleasure.



Single gang - One button
Model: HAS1

Single gang - Two buttons
Model: HAS2

Double gang - Two buttons
Model: HAD2

Double gang - Four buttons
Model: HAD4

Double gang - Eight buttons
Model: HAD8



Effortless Dimming
Each Seblectric Dimmer can control up to six different lighting groups. Each dimmer is to be placed out of 
sight and fits inside a standard UK double gang box. All lights in the room are connected to a dimmer. The 
dimmer is now able to receive wireless commands from devices like the Wireless Switches, and even your 
computer, mobile smart phone or tablet! All these devices can now control the lighting in your home.

Dimming is seamless and lights fade in and out automatically when scenes are selected. Lights can be 
dimmed (say at 80%) permanently to save electricity. It is also possible to program timer events to switch 
lights on and off at certain times and dates, which can be used to simulate occupancy during holidays.



Master Dimmer
- Six dimmer channels. 
- 250 Watts Max. per channel
- Total power must not exceed 1000 Watts.
- Only for dimmable lighting!
- One Master is required per home
Model: DIMMER_M

Slave Dimmer
- Six dimmer channels. 
- 250 Watts Max. per channel
- Total power must not exceed 1000 Watts.
- Only for dimmable lighting!
Model: DIMMER_S

Switcher
- Six relay channels. 
- 500W Max. per channel
- Total power must not exceed 1000 Watts.

- Can be used to control non-dimmable
  objects such as electric motors, awnings,
  fluorescent lighting, etc.
Model: SWITCHER_S



Easy wiring, less wiring
All lighting is simply wired to a Seblectric dimmer. Switches are placed wherever you want and require no 
wiring at all. This gives total flexibility as each switch can even be reprogrammed at a later date if you would 
like to alter the function of a switch. You are saving the wiring from all the switches to your lighting!

Things like “two-way switches” are a matter of the past, as every single button can be programmed to act 
like a two-way switch. This means multiple buttons on different switches can control the same light.

You can program a single button to switch off all lighting in the house!
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Multi-Colored LED lighting
Create your own style in your home by accentuating walls in your favourite colours. These LED strips can 
display over 16.5 Million colours. In addition, our LED strips are controlled wirelessly using the same 
system as our other products.

LED stands for Light Emitting Diodes. These are small electronic components which are extremely 
efficient. They have a long life, are safe and don't pollute. The best part is - they save electricity. 

We also have dimmable LED bulbs for normal warm white lighting which have a power of just 7W!



Smart Phone Control
Control all the lighting in your home using your smart phone! If 
every family member has a smart phone, no one needs to get 
off the couch to dim the lighting.

Create a colour mood on your phone and apply it to a room 
directly!

Your phone is your home's remote control!

Contact
If you require any further information, 
please do not hesitate to contact us.

Email: 
Web: 
Phone: +356 99 299 967

info@seblectric.com
www.seblectric.com

mailto:info@seblectric.com
http://www.seblectric.com

